Support the Howard Raiffa Fellows Program in Decision Science

Honoring the contributions of IIASA Founding Director Howard Raiffa to global understanding, and supporting IIASA’s application of decision science to the solution of real-world problems.
Howard Raiffa Fellows Program in Decision Science

The Raiffa Fellows Program at IIASA honors Howard Raiffa’s vision of IIASA as a global center, where decision analysis is used in creative ways to help solve real world problems.

The annual award of the Raiffa Senior Fellowship will bring a distinguished decision scientist to IIASA to work on the global problems addressed by the institute’s research programs. Raiffa Associate Fellows from academia, business, and government will advance the theory and practice of decision science in collaboration with the Senior Fellow and IIASA’s network of researchers and collaborators.

Further info: [www.iiasa.ac.at/raiffafellows](http://www.iiasa.ac.at/raiffafellows)

IIASA invites contributions to support the Raiffa Fellows Program

Donations in honor of Howard Raiffa will perpetuate Raiffa Senior Fellowships in Decision Science and provide funding for postdoctoral and mid-career Raiffa Associate Fellows.

www.iiasa.ac.at/donate